The interview is one of the last steps of the hiring process - and one of the most important. You’ve
attended career fairs and information sessions, sent resumes and cover letters, but you don’t have the
job yet!
Most employers will take the opportunity to meet you in person and to evaluate the "total" you. This
includes your attitude, appearance, personality, confidence, and knowledge about the organization,
as well as your ability to do the job. How articulately can you communicate under pressure? Can you
think on your feet?
In the short amount of time that you will spend with a potential employer, you will either be screened
in or screened out, so you must project yourself in a professional, positive and enthusiastic manner.
The interview is a two-way process. While you are being tested, it is also a chance for you to
determine if the position and company align with your current career goals.

Don’t wait until you have an appointment with an employer to start preparing for an interview - it starts long
before you meet the employer!
This handout is designed to help you with that preparation. It accompanies our Interview Tips Workshop, and
includes information on the following:

Before the Interview










Research the employer
Decide on your attire
Review your skills and experiences
Find out what your work is worth
Practice answering common questions
Get the details (where, when, who…)
Plan your route
Prepare the materials you will bring
Confirm that your technology works

Day of the Interview






Be punctual
Demonstrate professionalism
Be aware of non-verbal communication
Ask intelligent questions.
Seal the deal.

After the interview





Remember important points
Send a thank you note
Wait
Follow up when appropriate

Benefits of Research
Your level of preparation conveys your level of interest in the position. The interviewer expects that you have
taken the time to learn about the company.
Research may help you select in advance appropriate examples to share during the interview that will
demonstrate how you can contribute to the position and company goals. You will be able to prepare a list of
thoughtful questions for the interviewer.
When you have a good understanding of what the organization is all about, you will feel more confident going
into the interview.

Topics to Research
The topics below can be a guide for your research. You may not be able to find all of this information about the
employer. What you cannot learn before, you can ask during the interview if you are interested.








Principle products and services
Target markets, clients or customers
Location(s) of the offices/plants/projects
Major competitors
Recent items in the news
Size of company (# of employees)
Annual revenue







Plans for growth
Key challenges
Mission
History of the organization
How and where your position fits into the grand
scheme

Where to Find Employer Information
Engineering Career Services (1131 Martin Hall) – Read work report files to learn from students who have held a
co-op position at the company.
Employer information sessions on campus (see Events on our website for dates and times)
Online resources:
 Careers4Engineers (C4E): Review job descriptions and employer profiles
 Company web page
 About Us
 Our Brands/Products/Services
 Locations
 Career
 Leadership
 Media
 LinkedIn company page
 Business publications such as Forbes, Business Insider, or industry-specific publications
 Company review sites like glassdoor.com (sign up with your umd.edu email address for free access)
 Terrapins Connect - Portal that allows you to connect with UMD alumni. Launching in Fall 2017.

Beyond Company Research
For truly thorough preparation, stay up to date on the latest news about a company and its industry.
Consider creating lists based on #topics in Twitter or setting up Google Alerts to send you emails with links to
articles based on the keywords you choose.
If you are a member of a professional organization, their website or newsletter may include industry trends or
news.

Scheduling your Interview
When you are invited for an interview, make sure you write down the details. Ask politely for:
 Date and time of the interview – when does it start, how long might it last?
 Name(s) of interviewer(s)
 Location, directions & parking/ transportation information
 Name (you can ask the caller to spell it), title, and phone number of a contact in case you need to reach them on
the day of the interview
 Special Instructions:
 Should you bring Photo ID, Safety or Special Attire?
 Can you bring your cell phone?
 Do you need to prepare a presentation?
 If the interview will take place in another part of the country, get details on travel arrangements:
 Who makes the arrangements?
 Where will you stay?
 How will you get there and get around?

What Should You Wear?
Employer surveys consistently indicate that clothing is an important factor in the total picture of the candidate. In
the same way that you have invested in your education and the preparation of your credentials, you may want to
consider investing in an “interviewing outfit.”

Business Professional Attire

Follow employer instructions

The only instance in which you should dress casually
is when the interviewer specifically tells you to do
length skirt) is a good choice.
so.
 If you are unable to invest in a suit, choose nice
 For example, a recruiter may tell you to dress
slacks or a skirt, a coordinating collared shirt or
casually or wear certain footwear because you will
blouse, with a blazer or a sport coat with tie.
be going on a plant or site tour during your visit. In
 You do not need to spend a fortune on designer
this case, go with business casual.
clothes. Just make sure your suit fits you well.
 Some tech companies (especially those based on
General Tips on Appearance
the West Coast) may tell candidates NOT to dress
 Personal hygiene is important. Pay particular
up for the interview. In this case, you can leave the
attention to your body odor, fingernails, breath and
tie at home.
hair. Consider using little or no perfume/cologne.
 However, DO NOT assume that all tech companies
The interview room may be small and scents can be
or tech positions respect a casual dress code at
stifling.
work or for an interview.
 Hair should be neatly groomed.
 If you are interviewing for a company where you
 Avoid large pieces of jewelry or jingly items that
know a “business casual” policy is in effect, you
may be distracting. Make-up is not required, but if
should nevertheless dress as you would for any
you wear it, keep it natural looking.
interview.
 Make sure clothes are clean and pressed. Shoes
 In general, or if you are unsure, plan to wear
should be polished, not worn-looking or scuffed.
“business professional” attire to the interview to
give a good impression and show that you are
 Choose neutral colors, patterns, and accessories.
taking the interview seriously.
Stick to a conservative style and fit. If wearing a
skirt, check skirt length when sitting down.
 A two-piece business suit (with pants or a knee-

Interview Structure and Stages
The location, format and length of an interview is determined by a number of factors, including the company’s culture,
budget, the position being hired and the stage of the hiring process.
During the recruiting process, you may experience a combination of the following interview formats:








Phone
Skype/ Video
On-Campus
Career Fair
On-site visit
Question and Answer - Panel or Series
Presentation or Job Talk








Group Competition or Project
Case Interview
Behavioral Interview
Technical Interview or test
Psychometric test
Dinner, Lunch or Reception Meet and Greet

An interview may last as little as 15 minutes for an on-campus or phone interview (or even 2 minutes at a Career Fair),
or as long as 2-3 days incorporating a number of the activities above. Regardless of the length of the interview, it
generally follows this structure:
Stage 1: Introductions
Stage 2: Q&A – The interviewer asks you questions.
Stage 3: You have a chance to ask questions about the company and position
Stage 4: Closing (could be brief or may include a meal or other informal event) – make sure to get business
cards or contact information of your interviewers.

What to Bring
Padfolio with pen. It’s worth it to spend $15 or so at an office supply store, campus bookstore or the Clark School
Store to have a professional looking padfolio to hold all the documents listed below as well as a place to take
notes. Look for one that has a place to hold a pen and a business card holder for the card(s) you collect at your
interview.
Extra copies of your updated resume. You may end up speaking with someone who might not have a copy of your
resume or who has an older version.
Reference sheet. Have a list of your references with you in case you are asked for it. See our Resume Writing handout
for a sample, as well as tips on selecting references.
Transcript. You’ll look more prepared than most interviewees just by being able to immediately produce your
transcript if asked for it. Go to www.testudo.umd.edu to print an unofficial copy.
Employment History. Keep an informal document for yourself with the details of your past experience (former
employer addresses, phone numbers, start and end dates, supervisor names, etc.) in case you are asked to
complete an application form during your interview.
Portfolio. Printed samples of your work, papers, supervisor evaluations, and any other relevant information.

Punctuality
It goes without saying that you should be on time for an interview. It’s always a good idea to give yourself some extra
time in case you have delays due to traffic or public transportation. Plan to arrive at your interviewer’s office about 510 minutes before your scheduled appointment.
What if I’m sick? What if I get a flat tire?
Have the phone number and email of your contact handy so you can call once you know you will be late or won’t be
able to make it. It is important for your professional reputation that you make an effort to contact the interviewer. See
the Policies page under the Student section of our website for our Campus Interview & Appointment Cancellation
Policy.

In the interview, you will demonstrate your skills through concrete examples.
As you prepare, it helps to know what employers seek. The table below includes the qualities and skills that most
employers surveyed report that they look for in recent college graduates, according to the NACE Job Outlook 2018.
In the second column, you can brainstorm specific instances of when and how you used a skill. Consider the course
projects you’ve completed, teams you’ve participated in, extra-curricular activities and leadership roles, and past or
current work experiences even if they are unrelated to engineering.

Below, you can fill in additional skills that the company specifically requests.
These can be technical (particular software package, hardware or lab techniques) or “soft” (customer service, working
independently). As above, jot down specific examples of how you’ve used that skill.

What is a technical interview?
Technical interviews are designed to gauge your problem-solving skills, your ability to think under pressure,
and your technical knowledge in your chosen field. In a technical interview, the interviewer wants to see how
you think through a problem to reach a solution.

How do I know if an interview will be technical in nature?
Ask the recruiter what to expect in the interview. This will allow you to prepare appropriately.

What types of technical questions can I expect?
Technical interviews may include general problem-solving questions or logic puzzles as well as focused
technical questions that are specific to the job you are applying for.

General Problem-Solving Questions
General problem-solving questions test your analytical thinking skills rather than specific knowledge of your
field. These questions take a variety of forms. They may be very open-ended with a variety of possible
answers (for example, “How would you improve the design of this pen?”), or they may be more precise,
requiring a definite answer (for example, “Why are manhole covers round?”). Some employers may ask you to
solve logic puzzles.

Focused Technical Questions
These questions focus on the knowledge and skills required to perform the job. For example, a mechanical
engineer entering the aerospace industry might be asked, “How does a gas turbine engine work?” A
software engineer might be asked to write or debug a program. To prepare for these questions, familiarize
yourself with the job description and the technical skills required, and then brush up on those skills.

How do I answer a technical question?
Think out loud.
According to recruiters, the most important thing to remember when answering technical questions is to
verbalize your thought process. The interviewer is as interested in your problem-solving approach as they
are in your solution. Make sure to provide relevant details.
Ask clarifying questions.
Make sure that you understand the question and have all the information you need to solve the problem.
Some questions may be intentionally ambiguous to gauge your confidence in asking questions and gathering
data to tackle problems that are not clearly defined.
Don’t bluff your way through an answer.
If you don’t know the answer, take some time to think it
through. Think out loud as you consider possible
approaches. If you have absolutely no idea, admit that
you don’t know. Admitting that you don’t know is better
than attempting to make up an answer.

What is behavioral interviewing?
Behavioral interviewing is based on the premise that a person’s relevant past performance is the best predictor of
future performance. Instead of theorizing how you would behave in a particular situation, you can give a specific
example of a similar experience from your past that could be applied to your new workplace.

How do I answer a behavioral question?
Start by referring to the examples you filled in on the table in the Assess your skills section of this handout.
You are going to turn those examples into short stories. Each story should have a beginning, middle, and end. Be
specific but don’t ramble. Don't generalize about several events; give a detailed account of one event. To help you
structure your answer as a short story, you can use the STAR or SHARE techniques described below.

Sample Question: A behavioral interviewer might ask:

Situation: Set the scene by giving the
context of your example.

Task/ Target or Challenge: Briefly describe
the task, including any impediment of conflict
relevant to the question you’ve been asked.

Action: Describe the specific action you took
to remedy the task or situation.

Result/ Reflection: Explain the result of
your action.
Make sure that the outcome (and your
evaluation of it) reflects positively on you,
even if the result itself was not favorable.
A similar method is the SHARE technique, which can be helpful when you are asked to describe a failure.
Situation – set the scene, describe a situation
Hindrances – challenges or obstacles faced
Action – what you did in response to the challenge
Results – describe the outcome or results of your actions
Evaluation – your assessment of the events

Consulting or business-oriented companies may require a case interview.

What is a case study interview?

What should I expect?

Case studies are descriptions of real or hypothetical
business problems. Candidates are expected to
understand, analyze, and recommend solutions to
these problems, as if they were working with a client.
Because solving the case mirrors the actual work that
consultants do day-to-day, this interview tends to be
the most important part of the hiring process for
consulting firms.

Remember that this is not just an opportunity to
showcase analytical, problem solving, and more
technical skills, but also a predictive measure of how
you would interact with co-workers and clients. Make
sure to project energy and interest – be likeable!
Approach the interview as if it were a business
discussion, not an interview. Seek to engage in a
thoughtful and insightful conversation with your
interviewer that demonstrates your business judgment.
During the case, try to relax and remain confident. You
can’t control the topics or format, but you can – and
should – deliver your best guess with confidence.
That being said, ask clarifying questions whenever
necessary. Many cases purposefully lack details to see if
you can figure out what important information is
missing. While your interviewer is there to help you
throughout the interview, don’t use him or her as a
crutch. If he or she gives you advice, take it; assume it’s
intended to be helpful.
When you are making a final recommendation at the
end of the case, remember that you need to be
pragmatic. Mention any potential concerns with your
proposed solution. Does it make sense in real life?
What are the risks? How can they be overcome?

How do I prepare?
Practice, practice, practice! Start by searching for the
company online. Some companies, like Deloitte,
provide their exact case study material online. If the
company doesn’t provide a direct hint, you should
study comparable material from another company or
glassdoor.com.
Friends who have interned for companies using case
interviews can be an excellent resource, since they are
up-to-date with what kinds of questions and cases the
companies are using.

Will there be Math?
Be prepared to perform some simple calculations, using
rounding and approximations to aid you. Most
importantly, it is essential that you create organized,
structured, and logical arguments throughout your
interview. Consider using one or more frameworks (e.g.
the 4 P’s, the 3 C’s, etc.) to structure your response.

For more information on case interviews and frameworks, explore the additional resources below.

Sample Cases & Tips
 http://www.streetofwalls.com/finance-training-courses/consulting-case-study-training/intro-

consulting-case-study-training-program/
 http://www.slideshare.net/zcfan/2008-wharton-case-guide
 Search “consulting club casebooks”

Frameworks
 Case in Point by Marc Cosentino
http://de.slideshare.net/PrepLounge/crack-the-case-workshop
http://www.caseinterview.com/case_interview_frameworks.pdf
http://mconsultingprep.com/case-interview-frameworks/

Consulting Opportunities at UMD
Quality Enhancement Systems and Teams (QUEST) Honors Program - 3 year honors program. Apply as a

freshman.
Consult Your Community student organization open to all undergraduate students at UMD

Frequently Asked Interview Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Why did you choose your particular field of study?
What courses have you liked the best? Least? Why?
Have you held any leadership positions?
Why do you want to co-op? What do you hope to gain from a co-op position?
What have you done that shows initiative and willingness to work?
What are your future career plans?
Do you prefer to work with others or alone?
What qualifications do you have that will make you successful in your field?
What interests you about our product/service?
What jobs have you enjoyed the most? The least? Why?
Why should I hire you?
Are you willing to travel? Relocate?

Sample Behavioral Interview Questions
1. Give me a specific example of a time when you used good judgment and logic in solving a problem.
2. By providing examples, convince me that you can adapt to a wide variety of people, situations, and
environments.
3. Describe a time on any job that you held in which you were faced with problems or stresses that tested your
coping skills. How did you respond? What was the outcome? Looking back, what could you have done
better?
4. Give me an example of an important goal that you had set in the past and tell me about your success in
reaching it.
5. Tell me about a time when you had to go above and beyond the call of duty in order to get a job done.
6. Describe a situation where your decisions were challenged by your supervisor/professor. How did you react?
What was the outcome?
7. Describe a situation where you made a compromise for the overall good of the team. Why was
compromising the right thing to do? What was the outcome?
8. Tell me about a time when you learned a valuable lesson from a success or a failure. How did this event
shape your approach to problem solving?
9. Describe a time when you “went the extra mile” to help someone? Why did you assist them? What was the
outcome?
10. What was one of the most difficult technical problems you have solved? Tell me about it in detail.
11. When have you felt overwhelmed? Tell me about it.
12. Let's say your manager gave you ten things to do by 5:00 p.m. and you realized that you couldn't finish them
all. What would you do? How would you prioritize them?








Use this list to practice for your interview. Have a friend ask you the questions. Often what seems like a simple
question on paper seems a lot more difficult when you have to articulate it out loud.
Attend an Interview workshop in our office.
Record yourself answering questions using Interview Stream (https://umd-collegepark.interviewstream.com)
Want to practice with a staff advisor? Call or email Engineering Career Services to schedule a mock interview.
Please give us at least 3 days’ notice.
Occasionally, alumni and recruiters will volunteer their time to conduct mock interviews in our office. Look for
“Recruiter-in Residence” in Careers4Engineers.
Terrapins Connect is a new portal for current UMD students to learn from alumni. Some users may offer to
conduct mock interviews through this platform.

Here are some ideas on how to respond to questions that candidates sometimes find difficult.
"Tell me about yourself."
This question is asked to find out about your job skills, recent educational background, and any experiences related
to the job at hand. Refer mentally to your resume; briefly recap your skills and experiences as they relate to this
particular job. Be specific and use examples to support your claim. This type of question requires you to take a few
moments to describe your background, so don’t be too brief. Prepare for this question in advance by thinking about
what types of experiences you would talk about if asked a broad-based question such as this.
A good formula to answer this question starts with the present (what you are currently doing/ studying/ researching),
continues with the background (how you became interested in the field) and finishes with the future (what you are
hoping to do next – just make sure it’s related to the job!)
"What is your major weakness?"
There are several techniques for dealing with this question. You could mention a weakness that will not significantly
hinder you in the job for which you are interviewing. You can highlight a strength that compensates for the
weakness, and/or you can describe steps you are taking to overcome the weakness. Another strategy sometimes
suggested is to mention a "weakness" that may also be viewed as strength (but be careful with this one – the “I have
a tendency to take on too much” weakness gets overused and employers get tired of hearing it!). Finally, you could
also point out something that they already know but does not appear to be a stumbling block (a low GPA, a lack of
certain technical skills, etc.). Here are some examples:

"Why do you want to work for this company?"
The employer expects you to show knowledge of and interest in the company. You can do this with an answer that
indicates that you have researched the company before the interview. Avoid talking about employee benefits –
focus instead on the company and its projects. Examples:

"Why did you leave your last job?"
The employer is trying to find out if you had any problems on your last job. Never say anything negative about
yourself or your previous employer. If you did have problems, think of a way to explain without being negative.
Don't use the word “fired”. Use words such as "laid off" or "position was cut." If you were fired and are not on good
terms with your previous employer, maybe you should explain. Try to show that you learned something from the
situation. Tell the employer that the former problem (if it is personal) will not affect your work. Common reasons for
leaving: general layoff, job was temporary, moved to a new area, company went out of business, no room for
advancement, wanted a job more aligned with your skills.

"How much do you expect to be paid?"
You may not hear this question in an interview for a co-op or intern position, since the salary is often a set figure.
However, if you are asked about salary, try to avoid stating a flat dollar amount unless you know what the job pays.
You should do some research on salaries beforehand so that you have an idea of the general range for co-op and
internship positions in your field (salary information is available at our office and on our website). In your response
you can demonstrate that you are knowledgeable about the going rate.
For example:

Another option to giving a range is to turn the question back to the employer such as,

Or try a neutral statement like,

"What are your future plans?"
The interviewer wants to know if you are ambitious, plan ahead, and set goals for yourself. The interviewer may also
want to know if, after you complete your co-op or other work experience there, you might consider working for them
full-time after graduation. An employer does not expect you to know exactly where you hope to go in the future, but
your answer should communicate an awareness of where the position for which you are interviewing might lead.
Example:

Often, this question worries students who are considering graduate study in the future, because they don't know
how much to reveal. If you choose to mention graduate study plans, keep the time frame and your plans openended. Even if you believe you definitely will go straight into a graduate program after you graduate, plans could
change if you have a co-op job that you really enjoy and the company offers you a full-time position. So don't
jeopardize your opportunity to get that job by alerting the employer to your interest in only a short-term work
experience.
Also, remember to keep your answer to this question professionally-oriented (i.e., you don’t need to mention
personal/family goals).

You want to have 5-10 questions written down to ask your interviewers. You won’t ask all ten, but you want to tailor
the questions to the relevant person.
The most effective questions to ask are ones that come from your employer research or show interest in the position
or organization. You want to show what you can do for the company, not what the company can do for you.
Here are a few examples:
1. Can you describe the organizational structure of your company/agency/organization?
2. How does the area I would be working in fit into the overall organizational structure?
3. Can you describe the corporate culture or atmosphere of your company?
4. What kind of supervision and training do new employees receive?
5. Would I be working on my own or on a team? Can I meet my team members?
6. Would I be working with people outside of the company? Clients? Vendors?
7. What particular computer equipment and software do you use?
8. How are responsibilities and project assignments determined for this position?
9. In which location would I work?
10. Would I have the opportunity to travel/ learn about other areas of the company?
11. Have you ever hired a University of Maryland (or other university) student before? Are they currently working
for you? May I speak to them at some point?
12. How would you describe the ideal candidate for this job?
13. What do you enjoy most about working here? What would you change if you could?
14. How would you describe a typical day in this position?
15. What specific projects do you see me starting first?
16. What do you hope the person in this position would accomplish in the first 2/3/6 months?
17. How many people have you hired as co-ops in the past and where have they gone after they graduated?
18. Your annual reports show a steady growth over the last three years. How rapidly do you plan to grow over the
next three years? In which areas?
19. What are the biggest challenges your department/ company is facing right now?
20. How much opportunity is there to see the end result of my efforts?
21. Is there anything else/ other information I can provide to help you make your decision? (Work samples,
references, etc.)
22. Is there anything that we haven’t covered that you think is important to know about being successful in this
position?
23. What are the next steps in the interview process?
24. If I have further questions, may I contact you? If so, how?

Remember, you do not have the job yet, so the interview is not the time to ask about:
 Salary or other compensation
 Advancement, promotions or raises
 Vacation or other benefits
 Flexibility in the schedule
 Anything related to perks or benefits for you
Those are questions you will want to ask if and when you get an offer.

Send a Thank You Note
A thank you note is a very important step following an interview, and it is probably the most overlooked tool used by
job seekers.
Take the opportunity to thank the interviewer(s) for his/her time, restate your interest in the position, and include any
information about yourself that you may not have mentioned during the interview.
Remember that thank you letters are most effective if they are received within 24 hours after your interview.
Ideally, you should send a tailored thank you letter to each person you met with during your interview. Be sure not to
lose the “formality” of the letter if you choose to send it by email.

Then What?
After you’ve sent your thank you note, you should wait to hear from the company. Don’t sit back though - keep
applying to jobs while you wait.
There are instances in which you will want to follow up with the companies that have interviewed you. For example,
if you receive an offer from one company, you will want to check in with other companies with whom you had
interviewed before you accept or decline.
To learn more, attend our Evaluating Job Offers and Salary Negotiation workshop or see our handout on Evaluating
Job Offers and Salary.

Good luck with your job search!

